
THE ALL-IN-ONE 
RECORDING & REPURPOSING 
SOLUTION

BROADCAST



RECORDING AND LIVE STREAMING SYSTEM
LogDepot 7 allows large groups of users to access your recordings instantly in a efficient 
and user-friendly way.

THE SOLUTION FOR: 

LD7 is the ideal solution for every organization 
that needs access to broadcast content 
instantly & easily, such as broadcasters 
that want to keep their website up-to-date, 
monitoring agencies that need to react 
quickly, production companies that must be 
able to transfer any piece of content into 
their editing suites.

SOUNDS FAMILIAR?

Do you need worry-free reliable compliance 
recording? An easy and automatic archiving 
solution? Continuous live recording 
with automatic export to the website? 
 
LD7 is a full-automatic 24/7 continuous 
recording system with automatic 
export procedures.

Is your management insisting that you 
make better use of your valuable content? 
Are the users requiring instant access and 
export facilities? Do you need a seamless 
integration with edit suite and production 
workstations with just a few mouse-clicks?

LD7 is the ideal repurposing system. 
Easy to use and full compatible with 
professional edit workstations.

Or is your challenge to provide high quality, 
hi-res video to a large group of users within 
your organization? Without jeopardizing 
your network bandwidth?

LD7 provides efficient low-bandwidth 
streaming, combined with frame-
accurate hi-res export possibilities. It 
makes use of the resources in the most 
efficient way.

Radio & TV broadcasters

Monitoring Agencies

Media mining companies

Content Providers

Production facilities

WEB BASED,
INSTANT ACCESS, FULL AUTOMATIC



ROBUST AND RELIABLE
Reliable recording is the most important value in a LD7 system. Whether for legal purposes 
or other reasons, a professional organization cannot afford to miss a part of a recording. 
LD7 makes sure you don’t!

RELIABLE RECORDING 

You want a robust system which always 
records? LD7 is! It will always store incoming 
content immediately on a local storage 
device. The recording is always there and 
will be kept for a number of weeks. 

Realizing that any component can fail, LD7 
is designed to operate with any desired level 
of redundancy. The content will always be 
complete. A unique quality measurement 
mechanism will force the system to switch 
over to a redundant logger if one of them is 
facing one or more problems.  

The professional SNMP interface makes 
sure of an adequate response even before 
problems occur. 

LIVE STREAMING

LD7 can create live streams from some 
or all of the input channels in multiple 
formats, allowing for multi-bitrate adaptive 
streaming. It also supports various 
streaming protocols including TS-over-IP 
and RTMP.

 
Of course, the system will provide real-
time metadata for the live streams 
simultaneously, so that the streaming 
platform has all information required from 
one source.

The formats and parameters for the live 
streams are fully configurable, they may be 
identical to the recording format (making 
efficient use of resources) or they may be 
completely different. Ultimate flexibility for 
the system operator!

The Media Administrator is the conductor in your LD7 system.



FRAME ACCURATE,
QUICK SEARCH & UNCOMPLICATED NAVIGATION

INTUITIVE, FAST AND EASY
you are looking for that one particular item… with LD7 you will find it! LD7 provides an ideal 
combination of fast and instant proxy browsing and accurate full frame hi-res viewing.

SEARCH AND BROWSE

The integrated searching mechanism with a “Google-like” approach, presents the search 
results ordered by relevancy. The unique “in-thumbnail browsing” feature allows a quick scan 
of the search result, directly in the search results list, without opening the item. 

Searching is possible on all available metadata fields such as Program Name, Description and 
Subtitles, but of course also simply on channel, date and time.

The navigation with a JogShuttle wheel is intuitive, fast and incredibly easy.

The system uses low bitrate proxy format streams for search and browse to achieve fast 
response, but the user can switch to the hi-res view – in the same browser window - any 
time he needs.



DESIGNED FOR REPURPOSING
Different user groups, such as the web publishing or the commercial department, can 
extract content for their own purposes. Professional SNMP management allows detection 
of a problem even before it occurs. 

CONTENT REPURPOSING

With the frame accurate positioning using the JogShuttle wheel you can select a clip within 
seconds. The integrated playlist function allows selection of multiple clips in a very user 
friendly way: drag clips into the list and insert, re-arrange or delete what you need. 

Once the selection is complete, the user can simply hit the Export button to initiate the 
background export process. 

The system can contain a wide variety of export profiles, each with their own specific 
parameters. Every user group will only see the profiles for which they have sufficient rights. 

The background export process takes care of the transcoding or re-wrapping, if required.  
Possible target formats include popular formats such as MXF, MP4, MPEG2, H.264, XDCAM 
for video and AAC, MPEGL2, MP3, Linear PCM for audio.

PROFESSIONAL MONITORING (SNMP)

LD7 has a full implemented SNMP interface to make it possible to recognize a problem before 
it occurs. The SNMP not only reports about internal processing parameters and resources, 
but it also reports information about the incoming AV signals, such as bitrates, error-rates 
and freeze/black detection. 



Below you find a shortened version of our specifications table.  
Are you looking for something but cannot find it in here? Please let us know, LD7 has it!  
We will be more than happy to talk to you about the endless possibilities. 

SPECIFICATIONS TABLE

AV input interface

Video input interfaces * SDI, HD-SDI, 3G-SDI, HDMI, Composite Video

Audio input interfaces * Analog (balanced/unbalanced), AES/EBU, ADAT, MADI, Dante, CobraNet

Nonlinear AV inputs * DVB-C, DVB-S(2), DVB-T(2), ASI, TSoIP

Encoding formats

Video coding formats MPEG-2 Video, H.264 Baseline/Main/High profile, DV25, DVCPro, XDCAM HD, 
WMV9

Audio coding formats AAC, MPEG1-L2, PCM, WMA9

Internal container format MPEG TS

Streaming output formats

Video formats H.264, MPEG2, WMV9

Audio formats AAC, MPEG1-L2, WMA9

Container formats MPEG TS, ASF

Export formats

Video export formats H.264, MPEG2, XDCAM HD, DV25, DVCPro, WMV9

Audio export formats AAC, MPEG L1&2, PCM, MP3, WMA9

Export container formats MPEG TS, MP4, MXF, MP3, ASF

Nonlinear inputs

Video decoders for nonlinear inputs MPEG2, H.264

Chroma decoding 4:2:0, 4:2:2

Audio decoders for nonlinear inputs AAC, MPEG Layer 1&2, (E)AC-3 (DD/DD+)

Metadata

EPG information EIT and SDT according to EN300468, RDS according to SPB490 / ETSI TS 101154

Subtitles
WST subtitles according to SMPTE 2031-2007 (SDI sources) and ETSI EN 301775 

(DVB Sources), OP47

General metadata from XML and “as run” list

Extensive A/V Encoder SNMP Monitoring features (optional)

Encoder service state Version, uptime etc.

Input state Signal integrity (RF level, BER etc.)

Performance counters Dupl./dropped frames, encoding time etc.

LD7 is also available as a managed service. This is the worry-free solution. 
We will provide it all! From A-Z. With the managed service no investment, time nor money, is needed. 

* = Depending on selected configuration / capture hardware



TITLE HIGHLIGHT
Cab ipicieniet eatemporem as et optatur sundic to velleni ssimusam nulparci ab idebis et 
expliantem impore vel ipicide bissimi, aut audae arcid quate ex es delignis dici berum quae. 
Modit dunt.



Arbor Media B.V. 
Gildenbroederslaan 2
7005 BM Doetinchem
The Netherlands
      +31 314 399 055
      sales@arbor.media

Arbor Media North America 
36 King Street East, 4th floor
M5C 3B2 Toronto, Ontario
Canada 
      +1 877 219 2819
      salesNA@arbor.media

Arbor Media Portugal 
Praça de Alvalade 6, 6 Esq.
1700-036 Lisbon
Portugal
      +351 21 600 23 62
      salesPT@arbor.media

To organize a demo, speak to our sales team. We’re on call.

      www.arbor.media

Arbor Media Belgium 
Square de Meeus 37, 4th
1000 Brussels
Belgium
      +32 2 791 77 08
      sales@arbor.media

Also available for
Parliaments Court rooms

Enterprise Hospitality

House of worship Content providers

City councils Broadcasters


